Postulate versus Axiom
Postulate; one makes a claim: Axiom is the beginning point for reasoning.
Shall return to postulate and axiom in a moment, for now the writer will
address tangible (a thing that can be touched) versus intangible (unable to be
touched or grasped, not existing in physical form such as in cyberspace.)

Is God an intangible? According to scripture God cast forth his hand and
wrote upon stone. As stone is stone there is not beyond a doubt that such
stone was tangible, but was the message inscribed intangible? Where one is
able to reach out and touch someone with their fingertips there is no doubt
that a finger and body are tangible. However, is the sensation of touch
intangible? The axiom of science in applying intangible reasoning allows for
only one logical answer. The touching was tangible and the feeling was an
intangible. One can make a claim of a tangible event but without proof of
evidence to support the tangible, then there is no basis of claim for applying
intangible reasoning.

As scriptures denotes, the tangible stones are today not available for
inspection by the people of the world. Where if an inspection of the stones
were possible would sufficient evidence exist as to prove God is more than
intangible?

Why does the writer use the terms tangible and intangible? Real or not real
is the basic for comprehension. Understanding one’s inner soul, be that of
intangible, is a real to each as stone is real to earth.

Looking back in time for hundreds of years, the population of the world
grew at approximately three (3) percent per year. World wealth also grew at
approximately the same rate. Whereas stock value in companies grew at
approximately the same three (3) percent rate it was necessary in this
modern world to find an alternate method to create wealth beyond the three
(3) percent increase.

Basic mathematics notes that the creation of tangible money is limited to the
ratio of life created. If one calculates for just the United States whose Gross
Domestic Product is above 16 Trillion and applying that there are 330
million current taxpayers, every living soul would need to contribute
$48,484 to balance the United States deficit. This writer shall leave it to
statisticians to correctly determine the number of people that make more
than equal to $48,484. This dollar amount assumes that every dollar earned
would be sent to the government. Mathematically, deducting this amount
from the average wage earner would lead to a negative cash flow. Falling
over the fiscal cliff will not financially affect the tangible people for they
already have no blood left in the turnip to harvest.

Hence the intangible greedy needed a way to feed the soul decades past. In
the intangible world of binary digital money, it is not hard to create
intangible money. Create a synthetic intangible and have the world believe it
has tangible value. You betcha, Corporate America does not concern itself
with where the money comes from so long as it allows for the companies
growth. But such company could only grow at a rate to meet the demands of
the growth of people population. Whereas there are many playing the stock
market game, such profits are only applicable in the intangible world for

there is insufficient tangible money existing in the world. The tangible dollar
is limited to the tangible Gross Domestic Product.

The United States Congress should be more concerned with law and order,
whereas God cast the first laws in stone those who fail to abide will one day
be judged. As the words are written, we postulate that one shall judge thyself
righteously, but is this a tangible or an intangible decision? The tangible
reality is that the intangible crime of history may hide in the bowels of hell,
the body of the non doer will see the tangible grave whereas the non doer’s
intangible soul will not reach the intangible world of God.

As the universe exists and science is unable to explain prior to the big bang,
one question presents itself, what power created the big bang? Was such
power a tangible or an intangible? The fact is, the universe is real and by
extrapolation the power that created the big bang was real. Here a second
question arises, does such power to create still exist today. The third
question, if such power exists to create, does such power exists to destroy.

Scriptures notes two existences, good and evil, which is tangible and which
is intangible? Scripture also notes that good cast evil into the bowels of hell.
Fourth question, if the bowels of hell is an intangible would not the
intangible soul of man be at risk for not following good.

This writer postulates that the axiom is the beginning. To postulate the
beginning of the beginning, such shall be left to each to choose. One should
choose wisely for there is only a choice between good and evil. Whether that
be tangible or intangible is not of issue.

